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CORAL ANNOUNCES THE MINIVELO FOR THE U.S. MARKET 
 
 
CORAL S.p.A. of Italy and Atlantic Machinery Corporation in New Milford, CT announce a new wet 

spray booth for the U.S. market.  Called the Minivelo, this spray booth has been available in Europe 

and Asia for a number of years and now is being offered in the U.S.  As the perfect spray booth for 

small production environments and hobbyists, it will be featured in Atlantic Machinery’s booth #6713 

at the upcoming IWF show in Atlanta.   

 

The Minivelo wet spray booth is used in the coating of pieces of small dimensions, 

utilizing a revolving work piece holder.  The unit is made of zinc-plated bolted panels 

and are equipped with 2 air washing cleaning stages and a dry filtration system.  The 

first filtration stage occurs on the front water veil; the second is completed by forcing 

the air passing through the water mist generated by the mist distribution pipe; both are 

powered by the pump located in the Minivelo tank.  The residual pigments are 

blocked by a coconut fiber filter located near the intake opening of the extraction fan 

which is housed in the sloped part of the roof.   

 

Coral wet spray booths are also available in large-industry sizes.  With many hundreds of portable 

and stationary dust collectors, plus spray booths, cartridge filters, and down draft tables in the field, 

Coral has become a household name in the woodworking industry.  Their innovations (first to 

introduce high efficiency cartridge filter systems and wet spray booths) have made them an 

undisputed leader in the industry 

 

Stop by Atlantic Machinery’s IWF booth #6713 to view demonstrations and talk with a Coral 
representative about the Minivelo and other Coral offerings.  To learn more about Coral’s products, 
prices, and spare parts, call Atlantic Machinery at 860-354-7200 or go to www.atlanticmach.com. 
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